
THE COMPLETE

WRITER
Writing With Skill

A plan for writing well

with emphasis on the middle grades



Overall Plan

 Elementary grades (1-4): Writing with ease
       Learning basic grammar and style, basic sentence

structure, and paragraph structure.

       Method: grammar, copying, and dictation.

 Middle grades (5-8): Writing with skill
      Learning how to organize sentences into arguments

that prove specific points.

      Method: diagramming, outlining, outlining and

rewriting, narrative compositions

High school (9-12): Writing with style
Learning how to argue original points and ideas.

Method: modelling and the progymnasmata



The steps in writing:

INARTICULATE IDEA

    IDEA IN WORDS

IDEA IN WORDS

WORDS ON PAPER



Requirements for middle-school writing:

Ability to write 2-3 sentences from dictation with minimal

punctuation and spelling errors

Ability to sum up a reading of three or four pages in a

paragraph of narrative and write that paragraph down with

minimal help



The steps in writing:

Finding an idea worth writing about

INARTICULATE IDEA

    IDEA IN WORDS
figuring out what to say ABOUT that idea (finding the content)

taking everything he wants to say ABOUT the idea

IDEA IN WORDS

WORDS ON PAPER
figuring out what order to put this information in



Middle Grade Students

Basic skills in spelling/

Basic skills in grammar/

Basic skills in writing



Middle Grade Spelling
Continue with spelling program

(Spelling Workout, Spelling Power, or other)

Begin list of frequently misspelled words

Help student transfer rules knowledge to written work by
finding the rules that govern misspelled words

Troubleshooting
Change program
Have student copy misspelled words 10x
Ask student to write rule governing misspelled word in
margin



Middle Grade Grammar

Systematic grammar and punctuation

Goal: explicit knowledge of the rules that govern the

conventions of sentence-writing

Additional goals: expertise in diagramming and outlining

Resources:

Rod & Staff

Voyages in English

Shurley English



Purposes of Diagramming
Understanding the logic of sentences

Developing a method of self-check

GOOD SENTENCE

In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit.

BAD SENTENCE

To my perspective Rudyard Kipling approached the

genre fiction to its fullest.



In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit

hobbit lived

a there holein

ingroua



To my perspective Rudyard Kipling approached the genre fiction

to the fullest.

    Rudyard Kipling approached

genre (fiction)

to
perspective

my

to

the

fullest
the



In Pride and Prejudice, her mother’s bad manners and wishing to

get married made Elizabeth discontent.

manners

made

wishing



In addition to the city, Theodore Dreiser’s society is depicted 

its people.



Therefore, the character of Irene is a summary of women of the

time.



Diagramming Resources

Rod & Staff
Voyages in English

The First Whole Book of Diagrams, Mary Daly
hedgeschool.homestead.com

Study Skills Strategies: Outlining
www.walch.com



Purposes of Outlining

Provide the student with a model for constructing logical narratives

I.  MAIN POINT

A.  First supporting point

1.  Additional information about first

supporting point

a.  Detail about that

additional information B.  Second supporting point

1.  Additional information about

second supporting point 2.  More

additional information about that second

 supporting point

II.  NEXT MAIN POINT



Outlining ResourcesRod & StaffVoyages in

English Note Taking & Outlining
schoolspecialitypublishing.com



Grammar: 3x per week, 30-45 minutes

Spelling: 2x per week, 30 minutes

Writing?



Fifth Grade Writing

   1.  Write narrative summaries as learned in elementary grades, 2x per

week  (choose from history, literature, or science), not more than 1/2 page.

2.  Do a one-level outline of 1-3 pages (depending on density) of

nonfiction reading, 2x per week (outline itself should be 1/2-3/4 page)

3.  Write one “literary” essay, 1x per week.



One-level outline

Goal: a sentence that identifies the passage’s most central
thought (NOT a sentence that contains most of the information
in the paragraph.)

Useful questions:
1.  What is the main thing or person that this paragraph is
about?
2.  Why is that thing or person important?



From The Story of Canada, Janet Lunn and Christopher Moore

The Blackfoot had always gone on foot, using dogs to help carry their
goods, for there were no horses in North America until Spanish
colonists brought them in the 1500s.  Soon after that, plains people
captured animals that had gone wild, or stole them in raids.  They
traded the horses northward and early in the 1700s, horses came to the
northern plains.  Suddenly the Blackfoot were a nation on horseback.
How exciting it was, learning to ride a half-wild mustang and
galloping off to the horizon!

What is the main thing the paragraph is about?  Horses.
Why are horses important?  The Blackfoot tribe learned to ride them in
the 1700s.

I.  The Blackfoot tribe learned to use horses in the 1700s.



The steps in writing:

Finding an idea worth writing about

INARTICULATE IDEA

    IDEA IN WORDS
figuring out what to say ABOUT that idea (finding the content)

taking everything he wants to say ABOUT the idea

IDEA IN WORDS

WORDS ON PAPER
figuring out what order to put this information in



Fifth Grade Writing

   1.  Write narrative summaries as learned in elementary grades, 2x per

week  (choose from history, literature, or science), not more than 1/2 page.

2.  Do a one-level outline of 1-3 pages (depending on density) of

nonfiction reading, 2x per week (outline itself should be 1/2-3/4 page)

3.  Write one “literary” essay, 1x per week.



BEGINNING LITERARY ANALYSIS

Whom is this book about (central character)?
What does he/she/them want?
What keeps him/her/them from getting t?
How do they get what they want?
Do they have an enemy or enemies?  Is there a villain?
What does the villain want?
What do you think is the most important event in the story?
What causes this event to happen?
How are the characters different after this event?
How many different stories does the writer tell?
What is the most important thing that happens to [pick a character].
How does it change that character?



Sixth Grade Writing

   1.  Write narrative summaries as learned in elementary grades, 1-2x per

week  (choose from history, literature, or science), not more than 1/2 page.

2.  Do a two-level outline of 1-3 pages (depending on density) of

nonfiction reading, 2x per week (outline itself should be 1/2-3/4 page)

3.  Write one “literary” essay, 1x per week.



From The Story of Canada, Janet Lunn and Christopher Moore

The Blackfoot had always gone on foot, using dogs to help carry their
goods, for there were no horses in North America until Spanish
colonists brought them in the 1500s.  Soon after that, plains people
captured animals that had gone wild, or stole them in raids.  They
traded the horses northward and early in the 1700s, horses came to the
northern plains.  Suddenly the Blackfoot were a nation on horseback.
How exciting it was, learning to ride a half-wild mustang and
galloping off to the horizon!

I.  The Blackfoot tribe learned to use horses in the 1700s.
A.  They had always gone on foot before.
B.  The horses were brought to North America by Spanish colonists.



Seventh and Eighth Grade Writing

1.  Do a three-level outline of 1-3 pages (depending on density) of

nonfiction reading, 2x per week (outline itself should be 1/2-3/4 page)

2.  Rewriting from an outline, 1x or 2x per week

3.  Write one “literary” essay, 1x per week.



From The Story of Canada, Janet Lunn and Christopher Moore

The Blackfoot had always gone on foot, using dogs to help carry their
goods, for there were no horses in North America until Spanish
colonists brought them in the 1500s.  Soon after that, plains people
captured animals that had gone wild, or stole them in raids.  They
traded the horses northward and early in the 1700s, horses came to the
northern plains.  Suddenly the Blackfoot were a nation on horseback.
How exciting it was, learning to ride a half-wild mustang and
galloping off to the horizon!

I.  The Blackfoot tribe learned to use horses in the 1700s.
A.  They had always gone on foot before.

1.  There were no horses in North America
2.  They used dogs to carry their goods

B.  The horses were brought to North America by Spanish colonists.
1.  The horses first came in the 1500s.
2.  Some of the horses escaped or were stolen.
3.  The horses came to the northern plains in the 1700s.



I.  The Blackfoot tribe learned to use horses in the 1700s.
A.  They had always gone on foot before.

1.  There were no horses in North America
2.  They used dogs to carry their goods

B.  The horses were brought to North America by Spanish colonists.
1.  The horses first came in the 1500s.
2.  Some of the horses escaped or were stolen.
3.  The horses came to the northern plains in the 1700s.

The Blackfoot tribe used to learn horses in the 1700s.  Before this, ther
been no horses in North America.  The Blackfoot people travelled ever
on foot.  They used dogs as pack ponies to carry their belongings.  Hor
came to North America for the first time in the 1500s, when Spanish co
brought them over to the New World from Spain.  Some of those horse
stolen, but others escaped and went wild.  The escaped horses grew in
and travelled north into the plains.  By the 1700s, the horses had reach
plains where the Blackfoot lived.  The Blackfoot captured them and tam
them.  Now the Blackfoot could move much faster and take more stuff 
them.  They could gallop from place to place, and load their belonging
backs of strong horses instead of using dogs.



SUMMARY

Goals of middle grade writing:

Learn to construct outlines through

modelling
Learn to write from outlines through
modelling
Begin to write responses to literary
works


